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A TREE  A ROCK  A CLOUD    
INTRODUCTION BY NICHOLAS THORNTON, HEAD OF FINE ART, 
AMGUEDDFA CYMRU - NATIONAL MUSEUM WALES

A Tree A Rock A Cloud, Clare Woods’ first solo exhibition in Wales, opened at Oriel Davies 
in Newtown where a new group of paintings was shown in relation to work selected by the 
artist from the collections of Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales.  The Rabbit (1881) 
by Edouard Manet, Frozen Ponds (1953) by John Nash and Philip Jones-Griffiths photograph 
Civilian Victim, Vietnam (1967) all resonated with existing themes and interests in Woods’ work. 
In the autumn of 2015 A Tree A Rock A Cloud tours to Oriel Plas Glyn-y-Weddw, Llanbedrog 
and then moves south to Oriel y Parc, St Davids, a transference that sees Woods’ paintings 
move from the pastoral landscape of the Welsh borders to the wilder environs of Wales’ most 
westerly peninsulas.  In these new locations Woods’ paintings will be seen in new contexts 
generated not only by the surrounding landscape, but also by the inclusion of new work from the  
collections of Amgueddfa Cymru.  At Oriel Plas Glyn-y-Weddw A Tree A Rock A Cloud will be 
shown alongside an exhibition of John Piper’s Snowdonia landscapes, whilst in St Davids the 
paintings will be more closely integrated with the work of Graham Sutherland.

This connection with Piper and Sutherland is particularly appropriate as Woods’ paintings have 
often been discussed in relation to the tradition of British landscape painting and in particular 
Neo-Romanticism - the revival of interest in landscape by British artists in the 1930s and 40s.  
Woods’ established her reputation with large-scale landscapes painted in household gloss and 
enamel on aluminium.  Photographs of overgrown and overlooked parts of landscape, often 
taken at night with the distortion of flash, would be stitched together to create large digital  
panoramas that would inform the stencilled patterns used to create the rich, painterly forms 
in the final paintings.  Although these paintings relate to the Romantic landscape, they deftly 
negotiate and upturn the clichés of this tradition.  They are poised between abstraction and  
representation, with glossy surfaces suggesting supernaturally-charged places where the  
rational world could quickly slip away.   

The sustained dialogue between the Museum’s collection and Woods’ work across the three 
venues of A Tree A Rock A Cloud has coincided with and contributed to a very significant shift 
in Woods’ painting over the last five years.  This change in direction was first signalled in the  
exhibition The Unquiet Head at The Hepworth, Wakefield in 2011 where Woods looked to the 
otherworldly landscape of Brimham Rocks in North Yorkshire. She produced ambitious paintings  
that successfully explored a series of anthropomorphic discoveries amid the area’s surreal  
geology. The subject of the body extended into a room of smaller works where the focus was 
more explicitly the human head.  These paintings marked a change in media from household 
gloss to artist oils, but perhaps more significantly they pointed to a new way of finding source 
imagery.  In these oils the source material was no longer the artist’s own landscape photography,  
but instead photographic records of work by other artists - sculptors such as Jean Fautrier and 
Alberto Giacometti who represented the human head in the existential milieu of the post-war 
period.  Now that the direct link between landscape and Woods’ painting had been broken or at 
least suspended, a new world of found photographic imagery was free to enter her work.  

Woods can be seen to have followed a parallel journey to the Neo-Romantics.  She has similarly  
travelled through landscape to find the formal and metaphoric power of the human figure.   
The work by John Piper that features in the partner exhibition to A Tree A Rock A Cloud at Oriel 
Plas Glyn-y-Weddw explores Piper’s engagement with the landscape of Snowdonia which he 
frequently visited during the 1940s.  In 1937 having abandoned pure abstraction, Piper found in 
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north Wales the opportunity to immerse himself in landscape, producing numerous sketches 
which he subsequently transformed into ambitious large-scale watercolours.  In works such as 
Rocks on Tryfan (c.1948-50) we find the landscape in a timeless, primal state – human activity 
remains completely absent - yet Piper identified his own bodily presence in these locations: 
 
  I felt that I was seeing the mountains for the first time and seeing them as nobody had  
  seen them before… Each rock lying in the grass had a positive personality: for the first  
  time I saw the bones and the structure and the lie of the mountains…1

 
This sense of finding ‘personality’ in the landscape is a good example of British modernism’s 
recurrent discovery of an anthropomorphic presence in landscape. Indeed it was partly  
this discovery in Pembrokeshire that had such a profound impact on Sutherland.  He first visited  
the area in 1934 and returned every year to stay and work until leaving for the south of France 
in 1947.  In his short essay Welsh Sketch Book he describes the different terrain he explored 
either side of St Brides Bay. Staying near St Davids he explored the rocky landscape of  
Pembrokeshire’s north coast, whilst to the south he discovered the more sheltered wooded 
inlets near Milford Haven:
 
  I wish I could give you some idea of the exultant strangeness of this place – for strange 
  it certainly is, many people whom I know hate it, and I cannot but admit it possesses  
  an element of disquiet… it is no uncommon sight to see a horse’s skull or horns of 
  cattle lying bleached on the sand. Neither do we feel that the black-green ribs of  
  half-buried wrecks and the phantom tree roots, bleached and washed by the waves, 
   exist but to emphasise the extraordinary completeness of the scene.2

 
Sutherland always credited this landscape as transforming his art. It taught him that landscape 
did not have to be ‘scenic’, that his essentially emotional responses could only be expressed  
‘by paraphrasing what I saw’.  Like Paul Nash and his ‘personages’, Sutherland collected tree 
roots, rocks and other found-objects and recorded their uncanny, often bodily presence in 
sketches and paintings.  After moving to the south of France, he assumed that he had exhausted 
the influence the Welsh landscape could have on his art.  Persuaded to return in 1967, Sutherland  
was immediately re-energised by the area and in particular the ‘phantom tree roots’ in the  
tidal waters of the River Cleddau.  He returned each year to work, this time taking hundreds of 
photographs which were used to produce large-scale paintings such as Trees with G-Shaped 
Form I (1972).  Sutherland’s friend and patron Giorgio Soavi photographed a tree form found by 
the artist on the beach below Picton Castle (and that subsequently featured in a number of his 
paintings) for his book The World of Graham Sutherland.  This photograph became the source 
for Woods’ painting Dead Spring (2011).  By flipping the composition ninety degrees - from  
landscape to portrait – Woods transformed the tree into a withered-hand hanging in space.  
This disembodied form has its equivalent in Sutherland’s own oil sketch Study for Hand which 
Woods selected for inclusion in the Oriel y Parc exhibition, reinforcing and replaying the bodily 
associations found in her own painting.  In this way A Tree A Rock A Cloud generates a complex 
and layered interchange between the subjective and formal interests shared by the two artists, 
where landscape and the body become interchangeable.

Imagery from another of Soavi’s photographs found its way into Woods’ Handsome Devil (2015) 
- a reworking of the central panel in the triptych The Balance (2011) which was first shown in 
The Unquiet Head.  Here the source was Sutherland’s Grotesque (1954) (private collection) –  
a painted plaster head which closely relates to the slightly earlier, skeletal forms of the painting  
Head II (1951).  Soavi captured Grotesque on a desk in the artist’s villa on the Côte d’Azur.  Woods 
transforms Soavi’s black-and-white photograph with lurid colour that seems to only accentuate 
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the figure’s grimace that sits uncomfortably between a laugh and a scream.  This hallucinatory  
palette is employed again in Annie (2014) and Fanny (2014) which were both inspired  
by Manet’s The Rabbit.  The garden setting, where the rabbit once hung from a nail, has  
disappeared. It is now suspended in a more uncertain place with ribbons creating a space-
frame for this unsettling hanging-game.  The association of hanging-weight and death is 
referenced again with Woods’ choice of Sutherland’s Hanging Form 1962.  This ambiguous 
sketch, relating perhaps to human and vegetable forms, may well have been a study for 
Sutherland’s most ambitious sculpture Crucifix Figure (1962-64) commissioned and cast (but 
ultimately rejected) for the high altar of Ely Cathedral. 

The inclusion of Hanging Form reinforces the way the sculptural properties of violence can 
be seen to be a recurring theme in A Tree A Rock A Cloud.  Woods originally trained as a 
sculptor and the body of work produced for this exhibition, with its network of connections 
back to the Museum, evokes a memorable phrase made by Sutherland in 1937.  After visiting 
Brimham Rocks, as we know the initial inspiration for Woods’ own anthropomorphising of 
landscape in The Unquiet Head, he rather gloomily concluded: ‘Melancholy, impressive and 
integral such as this, is the basis of sculpture.’3 

1  Richard Ingrams, Piper’s Places: John Piper in England and Wales, 1983, p.105
2  Graham Sutherland, ‘A Welsh Sketch Book’ Horizon, April 1942, pp.225 -235
3  Graham Sutherland, An English Stone Landmark, in Myfanwy Piper (ed.), 
 The Painter’s Object, 1937, p.93
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her approach to creating the image is akin to the accretive and deductive processes of a sculptor: taping and 
cutting, painting flat and building up areas of form. They carry a tension between painting and sculpture, but at 
the same time she is totally grounded in the medium. Allied to this change in technique, which has her affected 
her way of working, is the shift in subject matter. She used to photograph the landscape or outside world and so 
would be experiencing the colours and smells of the environment, but now she is mostly using black and white 
found imagery to which she does not have any emotional or physical attachments. When questioned about this 
Woods observes that, ‘this has created a space where I can project my own colours onto the images, it’s given 
a distance from what is expected and allowed me to engage closer.’ The fascination for the vulnerability of the 
human head - which presumably drew her to Paolozzi’s Bandaged Head - seems also to be what has led to her 
fascination with the raw imagery of Philip Jones Griffiths photographs, or found images of World War I casualties 
or a bandaged victim from the July 2005 bombings with his tie wrapped around his head. Much of this seems  
to be intuitive and instinctive: Woods consumes all kinds of seemingly random, often grotesque images in an  
unpremeditated way, but they start to make sense collectively. In the case of the Philip Jones Griffiths photograph 
that accompanied the Oriel Davies exhibition of A Tree A Rock A Cloud, it condensed various unrelated ideas that 
she had been considering to do with the work of Paolozzi, Louise Bourgeois, Phyllida Barlow’s wrapping Touch 
Pieces from the 1980s, and her own thoughts about ‘making sculpture from flat pieces of fabric or flat cast sheets 
of wax: an idea of how you take something like that and sew it or melt it together to from a shape, in particular a 
head.’ Her use of intuitively connected source material allows her to be free and think about objects and is a way 
of bringing the concept and the making closer together. 

The titles of Woods’ paintings are intriguing. Sometimes it seems like they are entirely arbitrary, and to some 
extent they are, although there is usually a deeper cognitive association. Woods has a long list of names that she 
has been collecting for years, taken from things she has heard, place names and book titles but she is clear that: 
‘I never go looking for titles - they always find me.’ They are in no sense descriptive titles, but intended to allow 
the viewer into the work from another angle. For Woods, like the initial subject matter, the viewer does not need 
to know why she had used that particular title. The connections between title and imagery instead work on an 
almost subconscious level: such as Harry Patch, which was based on a photograph of a young cuckoo being feed 
by the host parent, and the title taken from the name of the last surviving British veteran of the First World War who 
died in 2009. In a similar way, Silent Suzan is based on images of the London bombings and a ‘Silent Suzan’ was 
a nickname for a type of bomb in the First World War. As Woods says, ‘they make sense in my head, they just feel 
right.’ Imagery from the First World War of two bandaged men in the back of a truck was also the starting point for 
The Bunion Specialist, whose title is taken from the name of a book. Woods comments that at the time she ‘was 
reading about all these doctors that were sent out to treat horrific field wounds that were not qualified or who 
had never seen such mangled bodies, sending a Bunion Specialist to help someone who had lost half their face...’ 
Such source imagery used by Woods is often uncomfortable - material at the edge of acceptable aesthetics - but 
like the Surrealists she admires, such as Eileen Agar, Paul Nash, Francis Picabia, Joan Miró, she is a mediator. 
Even at one step removed - after the process of drawing, projecting, cutting, and painting - there are traces of 
such imagery which can trigger associations in the viewer. She has said that: ‘When working on a show like A 
Tree A Rock A Cloud it really interests me to be able to work on a body of paintings that feed off each other, that 
create a pace of looking, small images, large images, gentle subtle images and others that are not so easy to look 
at. Opposites and the borders where they meet have always been an interest for me, this is one reason I moved to 
the Welsh border and the landscape was so tied up in this pull between light and dark.’

The new paintings that Woods is presenting as part of A Tree A Rock A Cloud largely concern the bodily, the  
corporeal. Although she is a very positive person she perceives a constant level of darkness in humanity, or  
indeed herself, that is mostly contained. It is this tension, the Eros and Thanatos (or instinct of sex and death) that 
seems to give her new work its unsettling power. When pressed on this Woods acknowledges with matter-of-fact 
honesty that she has ‘felt the struggle between life and death more in the last two years than ever before, maybe 
this is to do with getting old.’ In all of this, like the elephant in the room, the monster in the jar is there reminding us 
of Woods’ ability to mine her own life-experiences and subconscious to create images of visceral and raw power. 
But actually, we just need to look at the work to discern that for ourselves. 

CLARE WOODS: THE MONSTER IN THE JAR
ESSAY BY SIMON MARTIN, CO-DIRECTOR, PALLANT HOUSE GALLERY

On a recent visit to Clare Wood’s home on the Welsh borders, I was intrigued to see a large jar sitting on top of a 
piano containing what looked like the remains of a monster from a horror movie. The greyish form preserved in 
formaldehyde looked alarming, yet it had a compulsive beauty: at once repulsive, but with a fascinating, frayed 
surface texture. In the home of a collector it might be taken for a meditation on mortality by Damien Hirst, or a 
relic that you might see on the shelves of a Baroque Wünderkammer, but whilst it carries these connotations, it is  
actually far more personal, far more emotively charged, than any YBA conceptualism. Woods has drawn this 
strange creature several times, exploring its uncanny forms in pencil and watercolour. In a strange way these 
drawings are both a memento mori, and a form of self-portraiture. Not conventional portraits in which the inner 
state is discerned through external appearances, but the inner self working out - literally disembodied. The monster  
in the jar is - or was - a part of her: a section of her colon removed in an operation last year. Anyone else might be 
squeamish about viewing the remnants of their uncomfortable operation which could be seen as a reminder of our 
own fragility and impermanence, but Woods has a sanguine attitude, at once matter-of-fact but also looking for 
the poetry in the banal, the uncomfortable, the down-right challenging. In this respect her attitude and approach 
to source material reminds me of the way that Francis Bacon would reimagine the world through scraps and  
images that were often profoundly disturbing, sexual or simply intriguing - like the screaming woman from Battleship  
Potemkin, images from Physique Pictorial or Muybridge’s photographs of bodies in motion. But whilst Bacon’s  
studio was a chaotic mass of papers in urban South Kensington, Woods’ is a gleaming white, semi-industrial 
space in the countryside of the Welsh Borders, with trestle tables laid out neatly around the room on which are 
arranged her paintings-in-process and tables and pin-boards of source imagery. 

Driving to the studio through the rolling hills and dense wooded areas of Herefordshire and the Welsh Borders  
I couldn’t help but think how this journey through the countryside must have seeped into her work, rather like the 
metaphysical poet Andrew Marvell’s notion of ‘a green thought in a green shade’. When I have seen her previous 
exhibitions at the Hepworth Wakefield, Roche Court and Modern Art in London, amongst others - I have been 
struck by the way Woods has taken something of the language of Mid-century British Neo-Romanticism employed 
by artists such as Paul Nash, Graham Sutherland and Ivon Hitchens, but exploded it on an ambitious scale. The 
powerful response to the Genius loci (or sense of place) so beloved of Nash has been an important driving force 
for her, but where these earlier artists had a tendency towards a kind of nostalgic yearning for lost idylls, Woods 
can be ruthless. There is no room for what Ruskin described as the ‘pathetic fallacy’ of over-identification with 
nature in which it becomes a carrier for man’s emotional state (or if there is then the ambitious, gargantuan scale 
on which she has worked in some of these works must make us ask awkward questions.)

Knowing these previous landscape-based works, and a recent series based on modernist and historic sculptures 
of the human head, I was surprised by the new work. I am not sure what I had expected. Her new paintings have 
moved away from the poetic romanticism of her earlier work: gone are the verdant greens and earth browns that 
characterised her palette, and instead the colours in these new paintings are visceral and corporeal: blood red, 
lipstick pink, bone white, shit brown. When I asked her about this she commented that she had always wanted 
to use red and pink, but they have both been difficult colours to use while painting landscape-based images. The 
last two works she made for the exhibition at the Hepworth Wakefield, Mistaken Point, 2011 and The Intended, 
2011 used pink and orange. For Woods this was ‘a massive break through’, which only came after looking in depth 
at Bacon’s use of these colours. But something else has also driven this change: it brings to mind the contents 
of the jar: the internal body made visible, its vulnerability exposed. The imagery of her work has also shifted. Last 
year, I was working on a retrospective of the artist Eduardo Paolozzi and so I was fascinated to discover that by 
a strange coincidence at the same time Woods had made two paintings based on his 1950s sculptures about the 
fragility of the human head: Bandaged Head and Shattered Head. Her explorations of these ruptured sculptures 
make me that think Woods is a sculptor who paints: her original training at Goldsmiths was as a sculptor, and so 
much of her work is an exploration of physical form. She is not a painter who revels in the tactile quality of oil 
paint and turps on canvas: from 1996 until recently she has painted on aluminium with gloss and enamel whose 
reflective surfaces and lack of brush marks gave her more distance from the subject depicted. But in these recent 
works she has moved to working in oil, enabling a depth created by the weight of the brush. As she puts it, ‘the oil 
allows choices, it’s much more complex and harder to use, it’s a challenge.’ Her paintings are resolutely objects: 
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A Tree A Rock A Cloud launched at Oriel Davies in September 2014 in partnership with Independent  
Curator Mandy Fowler and featured a new body of work by acclaimed artist Clare Woods.   
The exhibition evolved out of the artist’s engagement with traditions of historic painting - portraiture, 
still life and landscape - from the collections of Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales.  
This tour across Wales presents additional new work by Woods in response to work by  
Graham Sutherland and John Piper held in the same collections.

The exhibition at Oriel y Parc features key works by Graham Sutherland from Amgueddfa Cymru – 
National Museum Wales, selected by the artist Clare Woods.

The exhibition at Oriel Plas Glyn y Weddw will sit alongside an exhibition of key works by John Piper 
from Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales.
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